Abstract-In multi-view multi-label learning, each object is represented by several heterogeneous feature representations and is also annotated with a set of discrete non-exclusive labels. Previous studies typically focus on capturing the shared latent patterns among multiple views, while do not sufficiently consider the diverse characteristics of individual views, which can cause performance degradation. In this paper, we propose a novel approach (ICM2L) to explicitly explore the individuality and commonality information of multi-label multiple view data in a unified model. Specifically, a common subspace is learned across different views to capture the shared patterns. Then, multiple individual classifiers are exploited to explore the characteristics of individual views. Next, an ensemble strategy is adopted to make prediction. Finally, we develop an alternative solution to jointly optimize our model, which can enhance the robustness of the proposed model towards rare labels and reinforce the reciprocal effects of individuality and commonality among heterogeneous views, and thus further improve the performance. Experiments on various real-word datasets validate the effectiveness of ICM2L against state-of-the-art solutions, and ICM2L can leverage the individuality and commonality information to achieve an improved performance as well as to enhance the robustness toward rare labels.
I. INTRODUCTION
In many real-world applications, data are often associated with several heterogeneous feature representations, each of which gives a different view of the data. For example, a news web page can be represented by two heterogeneous views, one is from the text (and image) information of the web page itself, the other is from the hyperlink to other pages; an image can be described using different features, such as texture descriptors, shape descriptors, color descriptors, surrounding texts, and so on. As a natural formulation for this type of data, multi-view learning has attracted a lot of attentions in machine learning and in various application domains [1] , [2] .
Although diverse multi-view learning methods have been proposed in the literature over the past years, they still have some limitations. On the one hand, most previous studies often assume that each sample is annotated with a single label [3] , [4] . Nevertheless, in real-life applications, individual samples Q. Tan usually have more than one label. For instance, an image can be simultaneously annotated with several labels, such as sea, sky, and seagull; a web page could be tagged with multiple topics given as labels, such as economics, culture, sports and politics. On the other hand, the majority of existing studies are supervised approaches that require a large number of labeled samples [5] , [6] . In practice, nevertheless, it is rather difficult and expensive to collect labeled samples, while unlabeled samples are easy to accumulate. Given this, a few semisupervised multi-view multi-label learning approaches [7] , [8] have been proposed to leverage limited labeled and abundant unlabeled samples. The key motivation behind them is to capture the complementary patterns among multiple views, which can boost the performance of multi-view learning [9] . Another limitation of the aforementioned methods is that they do not explicitly account for the distinctive information of individual views, which might degenerate their performance for a variety of reasons. Firstly, with respect to features, since multi-view samples have heterogeneous feature representations, in which each representation encodes different properties of the samples, they may fail to capture the global structure of multi-view data without exploring the distinctive information hidden in individual views. Secondly, with respect to labels, since each individual view captures a specific property of data, it is impossible for one view to comprehensively characterize all the relevant labels, especially when data is annotated with multiple labels. As a result, leveraging the individuality of each view, along with the commonality of multiple views may further improve the performance of the model, compared to focusing only on the individuality (or commonality) of the views.
Some researchers already explored the commonality and individuality of multi-view data for classification and clustering [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] . It has been shown that the utilization of individual and shared patterns is beneficial for latent representation learning [11] , [12] , multi-output problem [15] , and multi-label classification [10] . In multiview multi-label classification scenarios, however, they may result in sub-optimal classifiers due to the isolated learning of hidden features and multi-label classifier [11] , [12] , or the lack of capacity to capture label correlations [10] , [15] . More importantly, these methods mainly focus on learning a general classifier for all labels and treat them equally, which ignore the essential label imbalance problem in multi-label learning [16] , [17] . To this end, the learned classifier may lose discriminant ability on rare labels, which are widely-witnessed in real-world applications. Motivated by this, in this paper, we propose to explore how individual and common patterns of multi-view data could be utilized to improve the performance of multilabel classification as well as in advancing the robustness of classifier towards rare labels.
To address the aforementioned issues, we propose a novel approach, called Individuality and Commonality based Multiview Multi-label Learning (ICM2L), to explicitly account for the individual and shared patterns hidden in different views. As shown in Figure 1 , given multiple heterogeneous features of the input data, ICM2L seeks a shared subspace across heterogeneous views, which captures the commonality of different views, and adapts an ensemble classifier based on the shared subspace and on other individual feature spaces, as well as on the label information in a unified model. In this way, both the shared and view-specific information of different views could be used to boost the performance via a mutually beneficial effect, and thus further improve the performance of the model. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• The proposed ICM2L can explicitly and jointly employ the individuality and commonality information of multi-view multi-label data. It learns a shared subspace from different views, label correlations, and an ensemble classifier based on individual and shared feature spaces in a unified model.
• ICM2L can explore the individuality of multiple views; as a result, it is superior to other methods in discovering rare labels.
• We develop an alternative optimization solution to iteratively optimize our model. Extensive empirical results on benchmark datasets demonstrate the superiority of ICM2L with respect to related and competitive methods lrMMC [7] , LSML [8] , CSMSC [13] , MLAN [4] , and SMMCL [18] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly introduce the related work. Section 3 presents the proposed ICM2L. The experimental results and conclusions are discussed in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively.
II. RELATED WORK
Our work is related to two branches of studies, multi-label learning and multi-view learning. In this section, we briefly review some related works in these two fields. For more details, please refer to [2] and [19] .
A. Multi-Label Learning
Different from binary classification scenarios, where each sample is associated with only one single semantic label, multi-label learning aims at assigning a set of discrete nonexclusive labels to a sample, and has received increasing interest in different machine learning tasks [20] . For instance, [21] and [22] assume that fully supervised signals are available and focus on learning multi-label classifiers under supervised setting. Such assumption, however, may not hold in realworld applications, because it requires exhaustive efforts to annotate multi-label samples. To avoid this limitation, researchers have resorted to develop semi-supervised multilabel classifiers [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] , in which limited labeled samples as well as abundant unlabeled samples are jointly used for training. Besides, considering the fact that labeled data is tagged by human efforts, they might have some missing or noisly labels [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] , several approaches have been proposed to design multi-label classifiers under weak-label setting [28] , [29] , [34] , [35] or with noisy labels [36] , [32] , [37] , [38] .
Although the aforementioned methods have achieved stateof-the-art performance for multi-label data, they mainly emphasize on single-view data and are not ready for multi-view data. In fact, it has been proved that directly applying existing multi-label algorithms to multi-view data by concatenating multiple feature vectors (views) together will result in a compromised performance [7] , [2] . The reason is that such concatenation operation fails to explore the intra-view and inter-view relationships across heterogeneous views, which is very important for successful multi-view learning models [39] . In addition, given that label correlation is crucial for the success of multi-label learning [40] , how to develop an effective algorithm that can jointly utilize the heterogeneous information as well as important label correlations among multi-view multi-label data still remains a challenge.
B. Multi-View Learning
Due to the ubiquity of multi-view data, multi-view learning has been an active research field in many real-world applications [2] . Several multi-view learning approaches were proposed to analyze multi-view multi-label data recently. For example, Nie et al., [4] proposed a nearly parameterfree multi-view model MLAN by integrating semi-supervised classification and local structure learning simultaneously. Liu et al., [7] proposed a matrix factorization based multi-view framework lrMMC, which firstly seeks a shared representation of multiple views and then conducts classification based on matrix completion on the shared feature space. Nevertheless, lrMMC models the fusion of multiple views and the followup prediction tasks as separate objectives, which may lead to suboptimal solution. To avoid such risk, some unified multiview multi-label learning methods has been proposed [8] , [41] . Specifically, Tan et al., [41] aimed to improve multi-label prediction performance by seeking a shared subspace from incomplete views with weak labels, local label correlations, and a predictor in this subspace in a unified model. Zhang et al., [8] sought a common feature representation and the corresponding projection model between the learned subspace and labels by simultaneously enforcing the consistence of latent semantic bases among different views in the kernel spaces. However, although such unified models can utilize the shared and complimentary information among different views to some extent, they do not explicitly take into account the individual patterns of heterogeneous views. As a result, they may have a compromised performance.
It has been recognized that exploring individuality and commonality of heterogeneous features can further boost the performance of multi-view data mining [10] , [11] , [12] . For example, [11] and [12] investigate the benefit of individual and common patterns in multi-view data to learn more discriminant low-dimensional representations. However, they both focus on representation learning and cannot be directly applied to multi-label classification problem. Similarly, [13] and [14] separately learn the individual and common representations of multi-view data and then conduct clustering on the merged representations. They not only ignore the important correlations of multi-label data, but also suffer from a two-stage fashion that may result in sub-optimal problem. To bridge the gap, [10] With this assumption, this unified model is able to generate comprehensive feature representations that can capture both individual and common patterns of multi-view data. However, it still targets on developing a general multi-label classifier for all labels and may lose discriminant ability towards rare labels, which refers to label imbalance problem in multi-label classification. Moreover, it also cannot capture the crucial correlations between multiple labels.
One similar work with our ICM2L is SMMCL [18] , which is a self-pace based label propagation method that model the common consensus and individuality of multiple teacher classifiers, each for one view. Although SMMCL can iteratively propagate labels to the most informative candidate unlabeled samples during training, it suffers from the scalable issue and can not work on a moderate(large)-scale data as shown in our experiments. Besides, SMMCL also ignores the label correlations of multi-labeled data, which is the cornerstone for successful multi-label learning algorithms [40] . Another core distinction between SMMCL and our model is that SMMCL uses individual information of multi-view data to discover the most informative unlabeled samples, while our method utilizes such information to improve the discriminant ability towards rare labels and the robustness. Extensive empirical results on benchmark datasets demonstrate the superiority of ICM2L to these related competitive methods [7] , [42] , [4] , [18] , [8] .
III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

A. Problem Statement and Notations
represents a dataset with n samples and m views, where
n×c is the corresponding label matrix, where y i ∈ {−1, 1} c is the label vector of x i and c is the number of distinct labels. y ic = 1 (c = 1, ..., c) means the c -th label is relevant; otherwise, y ic = −1. Without loss of generality, we assume that, out of n samples, the first l are labeled samples, while the remaining u are unlabeled samples. Our goal is to learn a predictive label matrixŶ ∈ {1, −1} 
B. Problem Formulation
An intuitive strategy to deal with multi-view multi-label setting is to concatenate multi-view features into a single vector, and then conduct classification based on classical multilabel learning algorithms [19] . Such concatenation, however, ignores the fact that features are extracted from different spaces with different statistical properties, and directly applying multi-label methods on the concatenated data may suffer from the over-fitting problem, and often leads to high time complexity, which may be unacceptable in real-world applications. Besides, feature concatenation also ignores the useful diversity information across different views and might lead to a suboptimal problem [8] .
In order to take advantage of consensus information, we advocate to seek the shared subspace from different views based on matrix factorization techniques [43] . Specifically, we resort to nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [44] , [45] for its power in extracting representations of diverse data [46] . It is worth to note that the major difference between NMF and other matrix factorization methods, such as singular value decomposition [47] , is the nonnegative constraints, which helps obtaining a part-based representation, as well as enhancing interpretability of the learned subspace. Another reason for the choice of NMF is due to the fact that most multi-view data are naturally nonnegative or can be easily transformed into nonnegative ones, without changing the proximity between the original data. Our model can also be adapted to mix-sign data by replacing NMF with other matrix factorization techniques (i.e., semi-nonnegative matrix factorization [48] ). Besides, our method is flexible for basic matrix factorization techniques, thus more powerful algorithms, i.e., deep matrix factorization models [49] , are expected to further improve the performance. Given heterogeneous representations of data {X v } m v=1 and the label matrix Y, our unified objective function is given as follows:
(1) where U v ∈ R dv×k denotes the individual matrix for the vth view, V ∈ R n×k is the shared subspace, where k is the desired low-rank size, ||.|| F represents the Frobenius norm, U v ≥ 0 and V ≥ 0 are the non-negative constraints for the matrices. W 0 ∈ R k×c is the coefficient matrix corresponding to V, α and β are two trade-off parameters. The first part of Eq. (1) is the consensus term, which aims to seek the common low-dimensional representation of multi-view data under the assumption that different views have distinct mapping matrices {U v } m v=1 , but share the same latent feature space V. For this reason, we can make use of the consensus information across multi-views to some extent. The second part of Eq. (1) is the standard empirical loss term. It measures the empirical loss on labeled samples and ensures that the predicted label matrix is consistent with the initial ground truth label assignment. By jointly optimizing the two terms, we can exploit the label information Y to induce the shared subspace towards a semantic label space. It not only helps to obtain a discriminate subspace but also may alleviate the widely spread semantic gap [50] between the input heterogeneous feature spaces and the semantic label space, since V can be viewed as a bridge between them. The last part is the widely used 2 norm regulation term, it is included to avoid the over-fitting problem and reduce the impact of noisy features.
By minimizing Eq. (1), we can learn a discriminate predictor by jointly using both shared information among views and label information of labeled samples. But the predictor won't be discriminant enough, as we completely ignore another important issue in multi-view multi-label learning, i.e., the specific characteristics of individual views (individuality), which may further improve the performance. As discussed before, individual patterns hidden in multiple views is useful in boosting the robustness of multi-label classifier towards rare labels. In addition, these individual patterns can also boost the robustness of the predictor, due to the known usefulness of diversity for ensemble learning. As such, we need to capture the individual information of different views to further improve the performance of our model.
Considering the fact that distinctive mapping matrices {U v } m v=1 are actually used to encode the corresponding unique properties of individual views, we define another set of coefficient matrices {W v } m v=1 to capture the distinctive characteristics of different views, where W v ∈ R dv×c maps the reconstructed feature matrix VU T v of the v-th view to the label space. In this way, we leverage the individual and common information of heterogeneous views and further extend Eq.
(1) as follows:
where X 0 = V and U 0 is an identity matrix, α ∈ (0, 1) is a trade-off parameter which balances the contribution of individuality and commonality among multi-view data. Here X 0 can be regarded as an additionally introduced common view spanned by the shared subspace V. It is worth to note that V can be regarded as the dictionary matrix for all views, and U v represents the view-specific coding coefficients. Therefore VU T v targets to reserve the view-specific input signals, while V captures the shared information for all views. Hence, V and VU T v could be regarded as different representations of multiview data. By minimizing Eq. (2), we can achieve two goals. On the one hand, since both common and individual information of heterogeneous views are employed in an elegant way, the learned shared subspace is more discriminate. On the other hand, the final predictive model is also enhanced, because it absorbs both the public labels appeared in most views as well as the individual labels embedded in several specific views.
Another inherent property of learning from multi-label data is how to utilize label correlations, and this issue has not been addressed in Eq. (2) . Label correlation has long been regarded as a fundamental challenge that can be used to improve the performance of multi-label learning [40] , [19] . To address this limitation, we try to leverage label correlation among labels to estimate the predicted likelihood scores as follows:
where S ∈ R c×c represents the label correlations matrix, which can be estimated from the known Y. For example, the correlation is often measured by the cosine similarity. However, since labeled samples may be not sufficient, we advocate to learn it by leveraging the features and already known labels of training data. In experiments, we randomly initialize S and treat it as a trainable parameter during optimization.
The final prediction label matrixŶ is given by majority votingŶ = V( (3) not only explicitly considers the common and individual information among multiple views in a principle way, but also absorbs label information to induce the shared subspace and enhance its discriminate power. Another advantage of our model is that it exploits ensemble learning to further derive robust results, especially for rare labels. Our following experiments will confirm these advantages.
C. Optimization
The objective function in Eq. (3) 
Using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition [51] , we can derive the following updating rule: 
We then have the following closed-form solution for V, which is updated efficiently,
Where
, W 0 and S are fixed, similarly to the update of U v , we have the following equation by setting the derivative w.r.t. W v ,
Based on KKT condition, we can derive the following updating rule:
Based on KKT condition, we can derive the following update rule:
We therefore have the following closed-form solution for S,
(13) Given the above iterative optimization process, we summarize the main procedure of ICM2L in Algorithm 1.
D. Complexity analysis
The time complexity of ICM2L is dominated by the matrix multiplication and matrix inverse operations. The time complexity of matrix inverse for V and S is relatively small, so the time complexity of ICM2L is mainly driven by the computation for U v , W v and W 0 . Concretely, the complexity for
and O(nck), respectively, where d max is the largest dimensionality of the views. Since n k and n c, the overall time complexity of ICM2L is O(d max nkt), where t is the number of iterations to reach convergence. In practice, if d max n, the total complexity of ICM2L scales with the number of samples. In our experiments, we found that t usually does not exceed 80. In addition, some views have sparse feature matrices, so the actual time cost of the above operations can be further reduced.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments over six real-world datasets to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed framework. There are four major questions 
A. Experimental Setup
Six multi-view datasets that we employed in the experiments are all publicly available. The statistics of them are summarized in Table I . Yeast is a biological data set with two views [52] , one view is the genetic expression and the other is the phylogenetic profile of a gene. Core15k, Pascal07 and ESPGame are three widely used multi-view image datasets 1 . We collected the multiple features of these images from [53] , where each image is represented by six representative feature views: HUE, SIFT, GIST, HSV, RGB and LAB. Each sample in Mirflicker 2 and Nus-wide 3 consists of an image and textual tags, we construct the two views (image and text) according to [54] . For each dataset, we randomly sample 30% data for training and use the remaining 70% data for testing (unlabeled data). Baseline Methods: To study the performance of ICM2L, we compare it with six state-of-the-art methods. In addition, to investigate the contribution of encoding common information, individual information and using label correlations, we include three variants, i.e., ICM2L-c, ICM2L-i, ICM2L-lc.
• lrMMC [7] leverages a low-dimensional common representation of all views and matrix completion for multilabel classification.
• LSML [8] is a recent multi-view multi-label learning framework that learns the shared subpace among heterogeneous features as well the follow-up predictor in a unified objective function.
• MLAN [4] is another unified multi-view learning method and initially focuses on single label classification problem; we adapt it for multi-label scenario by assigning multiple labels instead of a single one to unlabeled data.
• CSMSC [13] is a multi-view subspace learning approach, which can jointly extract the consistency and specificity of heterogeneous features for subspace representation learning. We adopt the extracted individual and common representation features as inputs to our model to train the ensemble classifier.
• SMMCL [18] is a self-paced based multi-view multi-label learning method, which considers both the individuality and commonality characteristics among multi-view data.
• MVMC-LS [42] is a multi-view learning approach based on matrix completion, it combines the matrix completion outputs of different views with various weights.
• ICM2L-c is a variant of ICM2L by excluding individual information and makes prediction by W (commonality).
• ICM2L-i is a variant of ICM2L by excluding common information and makes prediction by integrating {W v } m v=1
(individuality).
• ICM2L-lc is a variant of ICML2 by excluding label correlations.
For comparing methods, five-fold cross validation on the training set is used to select the optimal parameter values from the range as suggested in the original papers. For our method, we selected the parameters α and β in the range of {0.1, 0.2, · · · , 1} and {0.1, 0.3, · · · , 2}, respectively. To avoid random effects, all the experiments are independently repeated ten times, and both the mean and standard deviation are reported. For each comparing method, the code is released or provided by corresponding authors. The code of ICM2L is publicly available at http://mlda.swu.edu.cn/codes.php?name=ICM2L. Evaluation: Four widely used metrics are adopted for performance comparisons: Accuracy, Ranking Loss (RL), Average Precision (AP) and average AUC. Note that these metrics generally belong to two categories: example-based and labelbased criteria [55] . RL, AP, and Accuracy are example based metrics, while AUC is a label-based criterion. They evaluate the performance from ranking and classification perspectives [19] , in which RL, AP, and AUC are ranking based metrics, while Accuracy is an example-based classification criteria. Formal definition of the four metrics can be found in [19] , [55] . Accuracy requires the predicted label likelihood vector to be a binary indicator vector. Here, we consider the labels corresponding to the r largest entries of the vector of the i-th sample as the predicted labels, where r is determined as the average number of labels (round to next integer) of labeled samples. To maintain consistency with other evaluation metrics, in our experiments, we report 1-RL instead of RL. Thus, as for other metrics, the higher the value of 1-RL, the better the performance is. These metrics evaluate multi-label classification from different points of view, and it is unlikely for a method outperforming all the other techniques across all the metrics.
B. Effectiveness of ICM2L
To investigate the first question stated at the beginning of this section, we compare the classification performance of all methods on the six datasets listed in Table II . Since SMMCL consumes a lot of memory in training, we can only obtain its results on Yeast dataset with a server (CentOS 6.9, 64GB RAM and MATLAB 2014a). For this reason, we independently sample 3000 instances from large datasets 20 times to construct new sampled datasets and report the best results of them. In Table II , the best (or comparable best) results are highlighted in boldface using the pairwise t-test at 95% significance level. Besides paired Student's t-test, we also apply Friedman's test [56] with a post-hoc Tukey's test [57] to assess the significant difference between ICM2L and other comparing methods, all the p-values are smaller than 10 −4 and 0.04 for Friedman's and Tukey's tests, respectively.
We implement the test based on friedman and multcompare functions in Matlab.
From the results reported in Table II , we can observe that ICM2L outperforms other comparing methods in most cases, especially on large-scale datasets. Although MVMC-LS and lrMMC are all designed for multi-view multi-label data, MVMC-LS is almost always outperformed by lrMMC. This is mainly because lrMMC exploits the commonality information among multiple views by assuming that different views are generated from a common low-dimensional subspace, while MVMC-LS just utilizes individual information by combining outputs of different views that cannot make full use of complementary information among views. Since MVMC-LS learns view combination coefficients by two-fold cross validation in training data, which may result in scarce labeled training samples in our semi-supervised setting and impact the combination coefficients learning. Both lrMMC and LSML aim to learn a shared subspace among heterogeneous views, but lrMMC loses to LSML many times. The possible reason is that lrMMC is a two-step method. lrMMC separates the learning process of shared subspace and multi-label classifier, which may result in a sub-optimal solution, while LSML can learn the subspace and the follow-up predictor based on the learned representation simultaneously. CSMSC is also a twostep approach, but it outperforms lrMMC in many cases. The main reason is that CSMSC takes advantage of multiple viewspecific representations and common representation to train an ensemble classifier, while lrMMC learns a general multilabel classifier for all labels. This comparison justifies our motivation to explore individuality and commonality information to develop discriminant classifier. Both CSMSC and ICM2L develop an ensemble classifier for classification, but CSMSC loses to ICM2L in most cases. The crucial reason is that ICM2L jointly learn feature representations and ensemble classifier, while CSMSC separates the two learning processes. This comparison indicates the importance to learn feature representation and follow-up classifier jointly.
MLAN is another unified multi-view learning method, but it still loses to LSML almost in all cases. The possible reason is that MLAN is naturally designed for single-label problems and it cannot employ label correlations among multiple labels, which is very important in multi-label data as suggested in the literature. Both LSML and ICM2L can utilize label correlations and the commonality information to make prediction; LSML is outperformed by ICM2L in most cases. The principal reason is that ICM2L explicitly utilizes the individuality information of the views. These comparisons justify our motivation to jointly exploit both commonality and individual information of multiple data views. SMMCL is a recent state-of-theart method that considers the individuality and commonality patterns of multi-view data. SMMCL can iteratively propagate labels to the most informative candidate unlabeled samples during training, and these samples are then augmented into the training set as labeled data for next iteration. For this reason, SMMCL in general consumes more labeled samples for training, and achieves better performance than other comparing methods in many cases. However, SMMCL is still outperformed by ICM2L in many cases especially over relative large-scale datasets, e.g., Core15k, Pascal07, and ESPGame, Mirflickr and Nus-wide. The crucial intuition behind is two sides: 1) the label imbalance problem in large-scale datasets is more serious than that in Yeast; 2) the bonus of augmenting training set is limited with the increased size of dataset, since a number of labeled data is ready to train an effective semisupervised algorithm. These observations further validate our motivation to directly exploit individual information of various views for prediction instead of subspace learning. In addition, another bottleneck of SMMCL lies in its poor scalability, since it needs huge memory for training. These comparisons validate the effectiveness of ICM2L. 
C. Effectiveness of ICM2L via Component Analysis
To further justify the effectiveness of our model in capturing the commonality and individuality information of multiple data views, as well as of the label correlations, we conduct additional component analysis experiments on Core15k and Pascal07 datasets, and report the AUC values in Figure 2 . In this figure, we set the ratios of labeled data equal to 10%, 30%, and 50%, respectively.
From the figure, we can see that the performance of all the variants of ICM2L increases as the increasing of labeled training data, and ICM2L outperforms its variants across all the settings. ICM2L-c and ICM2L-i disregard the individuality information and commonality information, respectively, and they are outperformed by ICM2L in many cases. This is mainly because ICM2L utilizes both types of information, and thus improves the final performance. These results corroborate our motivation to explicitly leverage the individual and common information of multiple data views. Both ICM2L and ICML2-lc take advantage of multi-view data from individual and common aspects, but ICM2L outperforms ICM2L-lc in many cases across two datasets. The inherent reason is that ICM2L captures label correlations, which are very important in multi-label learning. This fact validates the necessity of capturing label correlations and also proves the effectiveness of the learnt label correlation matrix S.
D. Robustness of ICM2L towards Rare Labels
To answer the second proposed question, we conduct experiments to quantify the benefit of utilizing individual information towards rare labels. Let IR c denote the imbalance ratio of label c, which is calculated by the ratio between the number of negative samples and that of positive samples for label c. We generate an imbalance dataset from Core15k by first discarding the samples that are annotated with few than three labels. Then we split the labels of the new dataset as general labels and rare labels based on IR c . Specifically, we decide label c as a general label if IR c ≤ 50; otherwise, regarding the labels as rare label. In addition, to further investigate the performance of all methods in extreme cases, we divide the rare label into three levels: rare 1 , rare 2 and rare 3 . rare 1 includes the labels with 50 < IR c ≤ 100, rare 2 includes the labels with 100 < IR c ≤ 150, and rare 3 includes label with IR c ≥ 150. Finally, the new dataset has 4966 samples associated with 119 labels, 45 labels with IR C ≤ 50, and the other 74 rare labels. Specifically, 36 labels for rare 1 , 27 labels for rare 2 , and 11 labels for rare 3 . Table III shows the performance of comparing methods on the general labels (IR C ≤ 50) and rare labels (IR C > 50). Experimental configurations are the same with that in Subsection IV-B.
From the table, we can see that the performance of all methods decrease with IR c increases, and ICM2L outperforms other comparing methods not only on the general labels but also on all rare label cases, which is consistent with the results in Table II . An interesting observation is that the differences between our model and other comparing methods in rare label cases are larger than those in general labels, especially in the most imbalance situations, e.g., rare 2 and rare 3 . These comparisons validate the robustness of our model in classifying rare labels. In addition, although ICM2L, SMMCL and LSML aim to employ the complementary information, as well as individual information among different views, the last two methods still lose to ICM2L in most cases. The reason behind this fact is that ICM2L utilizes individual information of multiple views in order to capture rare labels hidden in specific views, while the other two approaches exploit individual patterns to enforce the subspace learning. These results intuitively justify our motivation to capture individual characteristics of multiple 
E. Parameter Analysis
We now study the third proposed question. ICM2L has two parameters α and β, which control the importance of individual information and regularization terms, respectively. We test the sensitivity of ICM2L w.r.t. α and β in the range {0.1, 0.2, · · · , 1} and {0.1, 0.3, · · · , 2}, respectively. We report Accuracy and AUC on Yeast in Figure 3 ; the results for the other datasets and evaluation metrics are similar and lead to similar conclusions.
From Figure 3 , we can observe that ICM2L obtains relatively good performance when α is around 0.6 and β is around 0.7. In addition, when α → 0 or α → 1, the performance of ICM2L is reduced. These results further confirm the contribution of commonality information and individual information. Another interesting observation is that the performance of ICM2L decreases more sharply when α ≈ 1 than that when α is around 0. Since α controls the importance between individual and common patterns, and α ≈ 1 means we discard the individual information of multi-view data and only focus on common patterns. In contrast, α ≈ 0 means we only utilize individual patterns hidden in each view and discard the common patterns among them. These results again indicate the importance of individual information. When β is close to 0, the Accuracy and AUC values tend to decrease. This fact validates the effectiveness of the l 2 term. In our experiments, we set α = 0.6 and β = 0.7. In addition, we also conduct experiments to investigate the sensitivity of ICM2L w.r.t k. Figure 4 reports the 1-RL and AUC values of ICM2L on Yeast dataset with k varying from 0.1d min to 0.8d min . As we can see, the performance of ICM2L first increases with k rising, then it decreases when k > 0.5d min . For this reason, we set k = 0.5d min in experiments. For Mirflickr and Nus-wide, we set d min = 100 for simplicity. For general multi-label datasets, we recommend setting the dimension of features (k ≈) #Avg log 2 (N ), where #Avg indicates the number of associated labels per sample. The behind intuition is that the minimal number of bits to encode N data points in one class is log 2 (N ) in information theory. For multi-label data, it also needs to consider the statistical property of labels, which could be captured by #Avg. As such, #Avg log 2 (N ) bits are needed.
F. Efficiency of ICM2L
To investigate the proposed last question. We conduct experiments on all datasets with the same configuration in Section IV-B, and report the runtime costs of all methods and the convergence trend of ICM2L. We only report the runtime cost of comparing methods over datasets excluding Nus-wide since the run time cost on Nus-wide is generally much biger than other datasets. We observe similar run time cost trend on Nus-wide. Table IV reports the runtime costs of all the approaches on a server (CentOS 6.9 with Inter(R) Xeon E5-2678, 64GB RAM and MATLAB 2014a). From Table IV , we can see that ICM2L is much faster than MLAN, MVLC-LS, CSMSC and LSML in general. However, lrMMC runs much faster than ICM2L in most cases. This is because lrMMC is a two-step method that learns the shared subspace and the follow-up predictor in two separate steps, while ICM2L has to learn the low-dimensional representations and the multi-label classifier in each iteration. These comparisons corroborate the efficiency of our model. Figure 4 shows the convergence curve of ICM2L on Yeast and Core15k datasets. We can see that ICM2L tends to converge after 70 iterations for Yeast data, and after 60 iterations for Core15k. The convergence trends on the other datasets are the same as those reported in Figure 4 . Overall, ICM2L converges at most in 80 iterations for the datasets used in the experiments. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate how to explore the individuality and commonality of heterogeneous features for effective multiview multi-label classification. To this end, a multi-view multilabel framework termed ICM2L is presented. ICM2L learns a shared subspace of heterogeneous views, label correlations, and an ensemble classifier that captures both individuality and commonality information of multiple views in a principled way. Different from previous works that focus on learning representative hidden representations by capturing the shared and individual patterns across multiple views, we utilize such information to improve the discriminant capacity of classifier towards rare labels. Experiments on several benchmark datasets demonstrate the superiority of the proposed model over related competitive solutions. In the future, we plan to further improve ICM2L by adapting non-linear mapping functions with deep models. 
